Swirl control valve nissan sentra 2003

Play Now. Start by checking the "Possible Causes" listed above. Visually inspect the related
wiring harness and connectors. Check for damaged components and look for broken, bent,
pushed out, or corroded connector's pins. The auto repair labor rates vary widely across the
country, and even within the same city. How much do you know about cars? Take the
AutoCodes. When is the code detected? The P code is detected when the target opening angle
of swirl control valve controlled by Engine Control Module ECM and the input signal from swirl
control valve position sensor is not in the normal rang. P NISSAN SENTRA Meaning While idling
and during low engine coolant temperature, the swirl control valve closes, Thus the velocity of
the air in the intake passage increases, promoting the vaporization of the fuel and producing a
swirl in the combustion chamber. Because of this operation, this system tends to increase the
burning speed of the gas mixture, improve fuel consumption, and increase the stability in
running conditions. Also, except when idling and during low engine coolant temperature, this
system opens the swirl control valve. In this condition, this system tends to increase power by
improving intake efficiency via reduction of intake flow resistance, intake flow. Get Access to
Factory Service Manuals. Need more help? Get the P Nissan Sentra code diagnosed by a
professional: Find a repair shop in your area. Why is the Engine Light ON? Repair Importance
Level: 3. Play Now. What does this mean? Check the "Possible Causes" listed above. Visually
inspect the related wiring harness and connectors. Check for damaged components and look
for broken, bent, pushed out, or corroded connector's pins. How much do you know about
cars? Take the AutoCodes. The auto repair labor rates vary by location, your vehicle's make and
model, and even your engine type. When is the code detected? The valve is installed in the
intake manifold, and the actuator is connected to the rear end of the valve shaft. The swirl
control valve uses a step motor which has four winding phases. Each time an ON pulse is
issued, the valve opens or closes. When no change in the control position is needed, the ECM
does not issue the pulse signal. A certain voltage signal is issued so that the valve remains at
that particular opening. Get Access to Factory Service Manuals. Need more help? Get the P
Nissan Sentra code diagnosed by a professional: Find a repair shop in your area. Why is the
Engine Light ON? Comments Help us improve AutoCodes. Leave a comment below or tell us if
the information above help you fix the code. What are the symptoms on your vehicle for the P
Nissan Sentra code? Have you replaced any parts? Any information is appreciated. Repair
Importance Level: 3. Home - About AutoCodes. Posted and Edit by AutoCodes. I have gone to 3
different places and all tell me to replace the swirl control valve, but every nissan dealership I
call for the part says I do not have this particular part on my car. Rowefast answered 3 years
ago. I never heard of a swirl control valve. Go to an auto parts store and have the vehicle
scanned for trouble codes. Post them back here for further assistance, unless you now know
what the code is. I have gone to 3 different places and all tell me to replace the swirl control
valve, but every nissan dealership I call f I need a cylinder head for a nissan sentra qg18de.
Should I buy a used Nissan Sentra with K miles. Is model good for k plus. I have very little
know-how on cars. Opinion of members here will be very helpful. What does the "6M" mean or
stand for? Hi I recently saw a Nissan Sentra from a private seller in Elizabeth NJ , how would I
go about contacting him or does cargurus contact him for me? I have a different car. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. Where can I get the swirl control valve on a Nissan Sentra? Report Follow. Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Nissan
Sentra question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search
Nissan Sentra Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models
For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Hi im having a problem with my swirl control valve but nissan
doesnt sell it separately from the lower intake manifold so i found this on ebay. Will this swirl
control valve fit my Nissan sentra 1. JRKMotorZ answered 2 months ago. I'd buy it to see if it
matches your part. Inspect it when you get it including the connector and valve all together.
Don't plug it in until you do this otherwise you can't return it. I'd go for it because this seller on
eBay has a 30 day return window. Will this swirl control valve fit my Nissan sentra Does anyone
know forsure if this piece would fit with my Nissan Sentra 1. I just wanna make sure before i buy
it. It had a leak from the low pressure hose and it was replaced. I have a different car. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. Will this swirl control valve fit my Nissan Sentra ? Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Nissan Sentra question.
Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Vehicle Nissan Sentra 1. Get Started.

Search Nissan Sentra Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related
Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Play Now. What does this mean? Check the "Possible
Causes" listed above. Visually inspect the related wiring harness and connectors. Check for
damaged components and look for broken, bent, pushed out, or corroded connector's pins.
How much do you know about cars? Take the AutoCodes. The auto repair labor rates vary by
location, your vehicle's make and model, and even your engine type. When is the code
detected? The P code is detected when an improper voltage signal is sent to Engine Control
Module ECM through swirl control valve control solenoid valve. While idling and during low
engine speed operation, the swirl control valve closes. Thus the velocity of the air in the intake
passage increases, promoting the vaporization of the fuel and producing a swirl in the
combustion chamber. Because of this operation, this system tends to increase the burning
speed of the gas mixture, improve fuel consumption, and increase the stability in running
conditions. Also, except when idling and during low engine speed operation, this system opens
the swirl control valve. In this condition, this system tends to increase power by improving
intake efficiency via reduction of intake flow resistance, intake flow. The swirl control valve
control solenoid valve responds to signals from the ECM. When the ECM sends an ON ground
signal, the solenoid valve is bypassed to apply intake manifold vacuum to the swirl control
valve actuator. This operation closes the swirl control valve. Get Access to Factory Service
Manuals. Need more help? Get the P Nissan code diagnosed by a professional: Find a repair
shop in your area. Why is the Engine Light ON? Comments Help us improve AutoCodes. Leave
a comment below or tell us if the information above help you fix the code. What are the
symptoms on your vehicle for the P Nissan code? Have you replaced any parts? Any
information is appreciated. Repair Importance Level: 3. Home - About AutoCodes. Posted and
Edit by AutoCodes. P code comes up I read it would be the Swirl sensor short or cut in wire
causing shorting so the engine rpm revels then drops to normal. The swirl control valve is
actually a part that helps to control the vaporization of the fuel inside the intake passages as it
is passed through to the combustion chamber during low idle or cooler operating temperatures.
As you may know, when the engine is at idle or when it is running at a cooler operating
temperature, the air fuel mixture does not vaporize quite as quickly or efficiently as it does when
the engine is warm or at higher speeds an generating more velocity. When this valve is not
working as it is designed to, you may notice the engine running a bit rough or causing the
check engine light to come on as you describe. I would suggest having a professional from
YourMechanic come to your location to inspect and replace this valve. Q: P nissan sentra 1. P
code comes up I read it would be the Swirl sensor short or cut in wire causing shorting so the
engine rpm revels then drops to normal My car has miles. My car has an automatic
transmission. Jeff Engstrom Automotive Mechanic. The statements expressed above are only
for informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of
service for more details. Home Questions. What others are asking Dashboard lights flicker and
beep when the key is out of the ignition Hello. Dashboard lights blinking are a common
electrical issue with this vehicle. Most of the time, if the battery is fine, it is a connection issue
on the negative battery cable ground connections. The connections become corroded or loose
and Read more. I think the car is running rough because the Check Engine Light is on. It is
possible that the alternator is not working properly causing low voltage, which would make the
car difficult to run properly. I would suggest When I turn the key, the engine jumps and shakes
the whole car but it won't start. Hello there. You have several different issues going on with your
Nissan Sentra. If the white smoke was seen immediately after the valve cover replacement, it is
likely the oil burning off of the plugs. If the car is P Hi there. It sounds like you have a fault in the
camshaft position sensor circuit. This fault could be the sensor, the wire harness, the
connector, the ECM, or even a mechanical condition. You'll need the manufacturer's
specifications for the Pick up shuts off when slowing to half stop then accelerating Hi UK.
Thanks for submitting your question today. Usually good fuel economy and mysterious engine
shutting off issues is not related to a single component failure. If the fuel efficiency is good and
the Frontier runs good except for when Why does my Nissan zx lose power? Hello, we will be
happy to help. I'm curious to know why the guy told you that you needed a new oxygen sensor
and fuel pump. I wonder if the oxygen sensors were exhibiting that of lean conditions. If the Car
vibrating while in drive or idling Hi, it sounds like your motor mounts have worn out or are
beginning to wear out. Motor mounts connect the engine to the frame of the body and help
absorb the vibrations that the engine create, to make th
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e ride My VDC light came on the other day while snowing and has not went off even while
driving on dry road VDC, or Vehicle Dynamic Control, is Nissan's proprietary system to
maximize traction and help stabilize the vehicle during cornering if the car turns more or less
than desired. VDC also assists you in maintaining traction while accelerating on loose or Car
won't start. I have a push button start so we couldn't jump it Hi there. Even a push start button
vehicle can be jump started; it's done the same as any other vehicle with the exception of a
hybrid. More than likely, you have a failed battery. I recommend the use of portable Related
articles. The differences between the Vehicle sales in Alabama were also robust in Nothing
much changed in terms of the vehicle types that were most popular It has ample interior space
with a luxurious feel, and a driver oriented suspension. If you need a vehicle that can hold
passengers and Browse other content. Check Engine Light is on Inspection.

